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Introduction

We demonstrate our new ion image clustering pipeline on MSI datasets collected from
human lymphoma tissue samples using the Bruker rapifleX MALDI Tissuetyper. The
experiments focus on the 620 to 1200 m/z range, with 2,5-DHB matrix deposited by
sublimation. A sampling resolution of 10 μm was used, collecting around 500.000 pixels and
8000 ion images per tissue.

Results

Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) captures extensive biochemical information, generating
thousands of ion images of a single tissue section per experiment. A common approach to
investigate the resulting data is grouping ion images based on spatial expression1,2.

The center panel depicts outcomes of both pipelines. The full mean spectrum with cluster
assignments is shown centrally, with two different isotope patterns emphasized in the top
and bottom. The NN-based and UMAP-only cluster images show the mean images of the
clusters to which the ion images are assigned. The NN-based model (i) identifies more
relevant clusters, (ii) assigns the same clusters to isotopes and, notably, (iii) is sufficiently
sensitive to detect and delineate distinct spatial distributions on the shoulder and apex of
individual TOF peaks.

Various clustering techniques have been reported to perform such grouping, however, a
weakness of most established methods is that they operate on a global level and are thus
insensitive to small, localized, but salient features across ion images. As a result, these
methods may fail to detect such small but meaningful differences in spatial expressions. In this
work, we explore the merits of neural networks, which can detect relevant, local image
features, to improve ion image clustering.

Methods

NN-based model clustering examples

We leverage neural networks because they are known for their aptitude in detecting salient,
localized image features. However, large neural networks typically require a large number of
parameters to be learned, which poses significant computational requirements and is prone to
overfitting given a limited sample such as the ion images of a single MSI dataset.

NN-based cluster assignment

To avoid these problems, we use a general-purpose pre-trained network (Xception3) as a
high-level local image feature detector. This network maps ion images to a new feature
space, i.e., the neural embedding that encodes detected spatial patterns. By performing
clustering within this embedding, the approach implicitly focuses on identifying structural
spatial patterns, similar to how a human would, rather than raw ion intensities.

UMAP-only cluster assignment
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In order to visualize and improve clustering of the embedded ion images, we reduce the
dimensionality to three using UMAP. Finally, the resulting three-dimensional image
representations are clustered using DBSCAN. To assess the utility of the neural embedding,
we use a reference pipeline in which UMAP is applied to the ion image vectors directly and the
resulting three-dimensional embedding is then again clustered using DBSCAN, as before. These
approaches will be referred to as NN-based model and UMAP-only model respectively.
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The NN-based model identifies a larger number of clusters. Several of these clusters show
ion intensities localized in small regions of the tissue, but which can nonetheless be
traced back to anatomical structures, and are thus expected to be significant.
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Conclusions
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The UMAP-only results show a good grouping of ion images based on overall spatial trends
within the images. However, images with comparable global trends, but with distinct
localized, salient features, such as small nodules in the tissue that exhibit high intensities, are
grouped together in the same cluster. The NN-based approach improves on these results
by elucidating clusters which highlight the same global spatial trends, but exhibit marked
differences in small anatomical structures. Importantly, the NN-based method also
identified several clusters with structures that were not detected by the baseline approach.
Using a pre-trained network results in a more fine-grained clustering result, incorporating
both global and local information. This enables grouping ion images based on salient
features in a comparable way to a human observer. As such, NN-based embeddings are a
valuable component in any data analysis pipeline that aims to use spatial patterns.
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